MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY ROHTAK

PRESS NOTE

A written test for recruitment to the post of Clerk-cum-Jr. Data Entry Operator was held on 5.6.2011. The result of this test was notified on the same day through the University Website. After declaration of result, it was brought to the notice of the University that the statement of one question in Set ‘W’ question paper was wrong due to which the candidates could not attempt the said question correctly. On verification, the complaint of the candidates was found genuine. Therefore, to give benefit to all the students who were provided question paper of Set ‘W’ on uniform basis, it has been decided to treat the said question for all such students as correct. Consequently, there is slight change in the said result. The revised result is available in the University website: www.mdurohtak.ac.in. The earlier result may be treated as withdrawn.
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